SINGLE TITLES
The windup girl / Paolo Bacigalupi F BACI
Corsets and clockwork: 13 steampunk romances / Trisha Telep F CORS
Neil Gaiman’s Mr Hero the Newmatic Man / Neil Gaiman GN GAIM
Dearly departed / Lia Habel F HABE
Song of the slums / Richard Harland F HARL
The peculiarists / Maureen Doyle McQuerry F MCQU
Un lun dun / China Mieville F MIEV
The invention of Hugo Cabret / Brian Selznick F SELZ
Steampunk: an anthology of fantastically rich and strange stories / Kelly Link & Gavin Grant F STEA
The Steampunk Bible: an illustrated guide to the world of imaginary airships, corsets and goggles, mad scientists and strange literature / Jeff Vandermeer 809.387 VAN
The traitor and the thief / Gareth Ward F WARD

SERIES
Fullmetal Alchemist / Hiromu Arakawa GN ARAK
The looking-glass wars / Frank Beddor F BEDD
The Parasol Protectorate / Gail Carriger F CARR
Finishing School / Gail Carriger F CARR
The Custard Protocol / Gail Carriger F CARR
Infernal devices / Cassandra Clare F CLAR
Incarceron / Catherine Fisher F FISH
Girl Genius / Phil Foglio F FOGL
Mortal Engines / Philip Reeve F REEV
The Rithmatist / Brandon Sanderson F SAND
Leviathan / Scott Westerfeld F WEST
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